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Office Gallery International Selected to Design New Offices for Datasmith
Network Solutions
NORWOOD and WALPOLE, MA, ISSUED JANUARY 13, 2020…Office Gallery International
(http://officegallery.net), a Norwood, MA-based leading provider of office furniture and design services
for the business community since 1989, recently announced it was chosen by Datasmith Network
Solutions (https://datasmithnetworks.com) of Walpole to design and furnish their new office space.
Founded more than thirty years ago, Datasmith provides consultative and hands-on networking services
that reduce downtime, improve security, and increase ROI. Their goal is to ensure that your technology
is maximized to be efficient, productive, ready for growth, and aligned to business priorities. Datasmith’s
high-touch approach, coupled with their expertise and management, means clients do not have to
worry about a thing. Their success starts with putting the customer first and paying attention to all the
details.
After being in the same office building in Walpole for nearly 12 years, Paul Smith, the owner of
Datasmith, along with George A. Georgenes, Datasmith’s business operations manager, decided their
space was no longer conducive to a harmonious and productive work environment. In June of 2019,
they found new space at 17 West Street in Walpole, doubling their office square footage.
Since they felt it important to start fresh in this new space, they contacted Office Gallery for their
furniture and design needs. Office Gallery worked with the Datasmith team to create collaborative
workspaces, private offices, a reception area, conference room, kitchen, and two bathrooms.
Datasmith’s team was extremely pleased with how the overall layout and design of the office came out.
The move injected a new sense of vibrancy in their business; their team now consistently demonstrates
improved levels of collaboration and creativity. Additionally, instead of meeting clients on the road,
Datasmith is now excited to invite guests into their new office space.
The centerpiece of Datasmith’s new office is, not surprisingly, the conference room. They selected a
solid, light wood conference table with a nice grain, accentuated by eight white leather chairs. The
room also features a big television display, perfect for a variety of gatherings. The furniture itself works
with the branding and services offered of Datasmith. They chose sleek, modern furniture with clean
simple lines.
“We were very grateful to have the opportunity to create an office design for Datasmith that they are
proud of, and that fosters communication and collaboration, which has improved office morale
considerably,” said Hilary Troia, president of Office Gallery.
“Hilary and the team at Office Gallery made the process of our move and renovation extremely easy by
helping us make decisions, communicating expectations, and then meeting them consistently and on
time,” said George Georgenes, business operations manager for Datasmith. “We already had two open
houses with family and friends to show off the new area, and have noticed that everyone has a renewed
sense of positivity and desire to contribute to the company’s overall growth. We are so pleased with
how Office Gallery created our inspiring new space!”

About Office Gallery International
For more than 30 years, Office Gallery International (http://officegallery.net) has been one of Boston’s
most trusted office furniture suppliers. With longstanding relationships throughout the community and
with furniture suppliers nationwide, Office Gallery helps companies of all sizes with their office furniture
and design needs. Founded in 1989, current owners Michael and Hilary Troia, who already had a
longstanding history of work experience with the company, purchased Office Gallery International from
the founders Allen and Gwen Wluka in 2016. A state-of-the-art showroom features modern, traditional,
and custom office furniture for a clientele ranging from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies. In addition
to customized office furniture selections, Office Gallery International offers a high-tech approach to
furniture selection and visualization, including the Tec Slate interview display screen. Office Gallery
International maintains offices at 68 Vanderbilt Avenue, Norwood, MA 02062. For additional
information, please call (781) 762-3733 or visit http://officegallery.net

